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Introduction Model

A hybrid neural model for deep questionanswering task from history examinations
Cooperative gated neural network (CGNN) for feature representation and answer retrieval
 NTM as one-shot learning module to classify the question type and annotate the corresponding label
The concatenated label vectors and question representation are fed to CGNN for jointly scoring candidate answers.
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Corpus

1,929 must-to-be-mastered history 
facts  from the standard history text-
book.
To specify a key perspective on his-
torical questions, five classes are an-
notated.
One-shot learning is supposed to ef-
fectively represent the questions in the 
feature space with a small set of train-
ing data.

Experiments

Our experimental results show that the adopted CGNN together with other neural models works much 
better than BM25. With an NTM labeler, all the deep neural models are further enhanced. 
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label

Question: please analyze the relationship between human productivity 
development and world market formation, and evaluate the impact of the 
formation of global market on human lifestyles.

Answer (extract): the development of human productivity increases the 
frequency of national communication, strengthens the mutual comple-
ment among nations and business, provides sufficient material prepara-
tion for global market formation, triggers the technology revolution of 
transportation and stimulates both migration and liquidity among nations. 

Gaokao challenge

This task is to solve comprehensive 
questions and has to be based on 
knowledge representation and se-
mantic computation rather than word 
form matching in the previous work. 

  

Teach machines to pass university 
admission exams (Gaokao in Chi-
nese) .

This paper presents a neural model 
with NTM for a challenging deep 
question answering task from his-
tory examinations. We also release a Chinese comprehensive deep question answering dataset and have 
launched a new research line for the Gaokao challenge.

Examples of Text Fragments of 5 classes

Data statistics of the comprehensive 
question-answering corpus.

Accuracy for labeling task. Labeling accuracy curve.
Answer retrieval performance  without 

and with NTM labels (in brackets). “+” means 
the performance gains with the help of NTM labels. 

Question type distribution and model
 performance of CGNN.

Visualization for question and answer representation weights after gated flow.

Comprehensive question examples from Gaokao history 


